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Abstract

The correction of the chror.,_aticity of low-beta lP QD QF 8D1 S[:)2 SF1 81:2
insertions in the storage rings is usually made with F-} A

sextupole lenses in the ring's arcs. When decreasing the v )_beta functions at the insertion point (lP), this technique "
becomes fairly ineffective, since it fails to properly 14---.-I t.----.--t
correct tile higher order chromatic aberrations. Here we -I -I
consider the approach where the chromatic effects of the _ _:
quadrupole lenses generating low beta functions at the _ 3_: -_
IP ,',re corrected locally with two families of sextupoles,
one family for each plane. Each family has two pairs of Figure 1. A schematic for a typical final focus
sextupoles which are located symmetrically on both chromatic correction system
sides of the IP. The sextupole-like aberrations of

individual sextupoles are eliminated by utilizing optics doublets [Re.¢ 1]. lt consists of two pairs of non-
forming a -i transformation between sextupoles in the interleaved sextupoles in the interaction region (lR) on
pair. The optics also includes bending magnets which either side of the lP.

preserve equal dispersion functions at the two A. Description of Typical Chromaticity Correction Scheme
sextupoles in each pair. At sextupoles in one family, the
vertical beta function is made large and the horizontal is The typical final focus chromatic correction system,
made small. The situation is reversed in the sextupoles shown in Fig. 1, consists of two pairs of sextupoles. Each
of the other family. The betatron phase advances from sextupole of a pair is placed -l from the another, so that
the ]P to the sextupoles are chosen to eliminate a second the sextupole aberration is cancelled, and at nr_ phase
order chromatic aberration. The application of the difference from the quadrupole whose chromaticity is
localized chromatic correction is demonstrated using as being compensated. Typically the vertical plane is more
an example the lattice design for the Low Energy Ring of strongly focused than the horizontal, so the vertical
the SLAC/LBL/LLNLPEP-IIBFactory. compensation is closest to the lP. At this pair of

sextupoles, the vertical p-function is large, and the
I. INTRODUCTION horizontal ]3-function is small. The linear transformer

between the first and second pairs of sextupoles reverses
Chromatic correction is a common requirement in this ]3-function ratio so that the second sextupole pair

many optical and electronic systems as well as charged primarily compensates the horizontal chromaticity of
particle beam lines. It has been noted in several contexts the final doublet. Beyond the second sextupole pair is a
that local chromatic correction is preferable. In storage _-matching section. From the begining of the ]3-match
rings, it is usual to corrt._t chromatic aberrations with through the lP, the system has only a small residual
sextupole families in the FODO arrays of the arcs. For chromatically, and so is chromatically transparent when
colliding rings with very small [3-function values at the placed in a storage ring. Of course, in a storage ring
interaction point (IP), large values of chromaticity are there needs to be an identical system on the other side of
generated in the final focusing quadrupoles. Attempts to the IP.

correct this with arc sextupole families can fail for two The dispersion function is an important feature of
reasons: i) the transport of chromaticity through a lattice the compensat;on scheme de_ribed a[mve. There must
gives rise to higher order chromaticity which remains be dispersion _t the sextupoles, usually equal at both
uncompensated, and ii) the arc sextupoles, which sextupoles of a pair, so that the sextupole strengths are
typically are interleaved, create unacceptable amounts of at a minimum, and certain other aberrations, such as
octupole aberration when they are strengthed to high-order dispersion arising in the -I section, are
compensate for additional chromaticity, cancelled. Typically there is a bend in the [3-match

This paper describes the adaptation of a scheme section rr/2 from the first sextupole, to launch a
used in the final focus systems of linear colliders to dispersion function, a bend at the n-fiddle of each -I to
locally compensate chromatic aberrations of final symmetrize the dispersion function, and a _N:_ndin the

final telescope rc/2 from the final sextupole to terminate
* Work supported by Department of Energy contracts the dispersion.
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Figure 2. The lattice functions for the LER lR
chromatic correction system.

Figure 4. The horizontal and vertical _-function at the
RF cavity in the LER as a function of energy.

36.?0 34.70
quadrupole (or sextupole). This Poisson bracket can be

evaluated to yield 1/2[Hi,Hi]=1/2 kQi kQj 82 ([xi,xi] xixj

+ [Yi,yj] yiyj). The factor [xi,xi] ([Yi,Yj]) is just the (1,2)
36.65 34.65 [(3,4)] element of the linear transfer matrix between

--,__...,- _ quadrupoles i and j. If these elements are separated by
=,., nrc,their interaction is zero, and away from nrc this term

_ cantake one sign or the other. This feature of the source
36.60 / vx 34.60 of second-order terms can be used to advantage within

/ the framework of the chromaticity compensation scheme
we have described above [Ref 4]. By slightly varying the

_,.._----_- _ phase shift between the sextupole pair and the
chromatic source: it is possible to vary the sign of the

36.55 34.55 second-order chromatic term and compensate, for
example, any second-order tune shift term that remains
in the full ring.
C. Description of the PEP-II LER Chromaticity Correction

36.5C , • • . • ..... , , 34.50 Scheme

--0.01 -0.005 0.0 0.005 0.01 The scheme described above was studied for PEP-II

¢_ LER [Ref 3]. This effort was unsuccessful because space
Figure 3. The horizontal and vertical tune shift of the constraints required strong intermediate quadrupoles
LER as a function of energy, which generated unacceptable chromaticty between

sextupole pairs. A solution for the PEP-II low energy
ring was achieved by placing a sextupole at the final

B. Compensation ofSecond-OrderChromaticTerms doublet. As a result of this bend and an offset-
The second-order chromatic terms in the one-turn quadrupole [Ref 4] near the lP, large dispersion and a

nonlinear generator arise from the first Poisson bracket large horizontal I_--function exist at the F quadrupole of
1/2 [Hi,Hi] in the CBH theorem expansion, where Hi is the doublet. By beginning compensation immediately,!
the chromatic-aberration Hamiltonian coming from a additional space becomes available, and the strong
quadrupole or from a sextupole at a location with quadrupole problem mentioned above is resolved.
horizontal dispersion. For a quadrupole, Hi = -1/2 kQi8 Figure 2 shows the lattice functions for the completed
(xi2-yi2). For a sextupole, kQi is replaced by ksi 11i.In design . The sextupole near the first F quadrupole is
other words, the higher-order chromatic term arises placed where [3yis small. The interchange of the vertical
from chromaticity in one quadrupole (or sextupole) and horizontal compensation, with the horizontal
modifying the chromatic contribution of another compenstions closest to the lP, is acceptable because the



situation is less extreme than in the FFTB where the choice of a vertical solenoidal rnagnetic field.

13y'_= 0.1 mm. l-towever, in VEPI-'4 there were only one SD and one SF
" Because the correction is local, precisely n,_ ( n=0 or on each side of the IP. A scheme similar to VEPP-4 ,,,,,as

also considered for designs of storage rings with mono-n=2) from the source, both the tune-shift with energy
chromator optics IRef 6].and variation of the _-functim. with energy (dJ3/d8) are

compensated. Since uncompensated first-order terms
give rise to higher-order terms, we have also reduced REFERENCES
higher-order chromatic terms. Figure 3 shows the tune- [1] Oide, SLAC-PUB--4953, 1989.
shift as a function of energy. Little first- or second-order [2] Private Comm. K. Brown and R. Helm compensated
dependence on 8 remains in the PEP-II LER lattice. 2nd-order chromaticty in their FVIt3 designs.
Figure 4 shows [3x (8) and [3y (8) at the RF cavity, where [3] E. Forest, et aI,'LBL-33479, ]an 1993, Submitted to
a a-dependent [_-function could drive synchro-betatron KEK B-factory workshop.

resonances. [_x (8) and _y(8) are well behaved here and [4] PEP-II B-factory CDR.
at other locations throughout the ring. [5] VEPP-4 report on Ali Union Conf. for Charged

A local chromatic correction scheme with sextupoles Particle Accelerators.
near the IP was previously used in VEPP-4 [Ref 3]. In [61 A. Zholentz, CERN-CL-92-27(AP).
this case there was dispersion at the final doublet due to
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